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ABSTRACT:  This paper describes a program module that administrates the RTI communication functions for the
Bamboo virtual environment tool kit.  The program module and its associated object model allow users to write
Bamboo modules that dynamically load at runtime and promulgate to all members of the federation without explicit
user interaction.

Bamboo is a portable architecture supporting arbitrary virtual environments.  Its design focuses on the ability to
dynamically configure itself without explicit user interaction, allowing applications to take on new functionality after
execution.  In particular this framework facilitates the discovery of virtual environments on the network at runtime.

Bamboo is ideally suited for its role in this HLA application.  This simple demonstration virtual environment uses
Bamboo and the developed HLA module to demonstrate the flexibility of Bamboo and HLA.  The system uses a FOM
that defines a simple object that is similar to a DIS entity state PDU.  After the module loads and the simulation entity
updates, the RTI object discovery mechanism updates all HLA administration modules in the federation.  This unique
use of the RTI allows large simulations to run in an ad hoc fashion allowing exercise coordinators greater flexibility in
runtime configuration.  Should a federate load a module that other members in the federation do not have local access
to, Bamboo and the HLA administration module provide the means to retrieve and load the module from a remote
server using the hypertext transfer protocol.

1.  Introduction

The design and execution of a networked virtual
environment (NVE) are challenging tasks made even
more difficult by the fact that NVEs are becoming more
complex and difficult to manage.  In an HLA
environment this includes the Federation Development
Process (FEDEP).  In a distributed environment a
federate not only computes its own behaviors and
publishes them to the network, but it also accurately
represents all other federation entities participating in
the simulation.  HLA provides the network
communication capabilities.  Until now there was no
way to ensure all federates had the proper polygonal
and behavioral representation for all entities
participating in the virtual environment.  Bamboo
provides such a capability by providing federates a
framework to dynamically load and unload program
modules as the situation changes in the virtual
environment.  By implementing federations as a group
of program modules, designers solve the problem of
ensuring that every site running in the federation is
consistent with the every other.  The designer just

ensures every participant in the federation knows the network
location of all the program modules making up the
federation.  Then, as the federation executes, each site loads
and unloads modules as needed.  All federates have the same
representations for each entity as well as its associated
behaviors and controls.

This paper describes an implementation that uses a new
system called Bamboo to handle the dynamic nature of
modern NVEs and HLA that handles the communication
between federates.  HLA is not discussed in detail; however,
the following section provides an overview of Bamboo’s
features and how they apply to this implementation.

2.  Bamboo

Bamboo enables dynamically scaleable virtual environments
hosted on a network.  It achieves this goal by an efficient
implementation that provides direct support for the key
issues pertaining to VE development.  These issues include
dynamic extensibility, multithreading and event handling.
[1]



2.1  Dynamic Extensibility

Bamboo’s most notable feature is its ability to
dynamically extend its capabilities during run time.  It
achieves this goal by implementing the plug-in
metaphor used by commercial packages like Netscape
[2] and PhotoShop [3].  Bamboo then extends this
metaphor by adding inter-module dependencies.
Tracking inter-module dependencies could be a
complex task.  Fortunately, as Bamboo loads each
module, it verifies that modules it depends on load
first.  If they are not, it automatically loads them
without specific interaction with the user.  Using
Figure 1 as an example, assume M3 is already loaded.
If M4 loads later, the system verifies the presence of
M2  in memory.  Bamboo loads M2 if it is not in
memory.  As M2 is being loaded Bamboo verifies the
presence of M1.  M4 finally loads because Bamboo
verified all its dependencies [4].

Figure 1:  Module Dependency View

Dynamic loading of program modules does not in itself
ensure dynamic extensibility.  Each module has the
opportunity to attach itself and remove itself from the
process's execution loop.  Bamboo uses a callback
handler that allows each module to attach and remove
itself from the process’s execution loop when being
paged in and out of memory.  The callback handler
derives from objects that can be named so it is easily
located and manipulated.  The callback itself is
recursive and provides two callback handlers, one just
before callback execution and one directly after.  This
allows grouping of like functionality.  For example,
rendering engines implement some form of app, cull
and draw as a pipeline.  Users refer to these areas as pre
and post app, pre and post cull, and pre and post draw.
The executable begins to resemble a tree of callbacks
(see Figure 2).  It follows, that any pruning or pausing

of subtrees would  automatically do the same to its children.

Figure 2:  Extending the Executable

2.2 Multi-Threading

Bamboo also implements a system of light threads that cycle
at a user defined rate. Each of these threads embeds a callback
handler that is cycled when the thread is swapped in by the
process scheduler. This mechanism simplifies the
development of asynchronous operations while maintaining a
consistent user interface.

2.3 Event Handling
The event handler simply provides an abstraction for
handling system generated events.  The event handler uses
the callback handler to notify registered parties of an event.
Bamboo receives this  notification as a callback.  Bamboo
uses callback handlers so multiple callbacks respond to a
single event.

3.  Implementation

The implementation requires two major functions.  There
must be a system for communicating changes in player state
from one work station to the next and for tracking all the
players in the environment.  The network communication
system is the High Level Architecture (HLA) and the Run
Time Infrastructure (RTI).  They will not be discussed in
detail except to describe how different services are used to
accomplish the required communication tasks.   The second
system loads modules, captures user input, and passes the
correct entity state information to the communication
system.  This mechanism essentially administrates the
virtual environment at the work station level and ensures all
functionality needed to execute the simulation is available to
the user.  That system is the HLA Administration Module
(HLAAdmin).
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Figure 3 shows the module dependency tree for this
implementation.   Notice that the HLAAdmin module
depends on the Page module.  This module allows
users to load and unload modules during simulation
execution.  This figure also illustrates that all modules
that represent simulation entities must depend on the
HLAAdmin module in order to function as a member
of the federation.  This requirement means modules not
written for the system will not be promulgated to the
other federates.

Figure 3:  Implementation Dependency Model

3.1  HLA Administration Module

The HLAAdmin module is the main module and must
be present on all workstations at the start of the
simulation.  The HLAAdmin module manages the
following tasks:   HLA federation management, loads
and unloads system modules, opens the execution
window, manages lists of the objects in the
environment, and provides the mechanism for objects
to update their state.  Recall that Bamboo implements
a system that enforces module dependencies, so all the
above tasks are not part of the HLAAdmin module but
are separate modules loaded at runtime or at the users
request.  

Federation management is this module’s simplest task.
Here the module creates and joins the federation.  Next
it publishes and subscribes to the objects and
interactions needed for execution.  Finally it provides a
mechanism to register new simulation entities with the
RTI.

The HLAAdmin module loads and unloads modules in
two ways: either automatically at the request of the
system or explicitly at the request of the user.  The
HLAAdmin module loads user requested modules
using a separate module called the Page module on

which it depends.  This module loads automatically when
the HLAAdmin module loads.  The Page module’s only
task is to make the Bamboo calls that load and unload user
requested modules.  It also installs two event handlers tied
to keyboard events that the user can make to accomplish the
loads and unloads.

The HLAAdmin module manages of all the simulation
entities.  Functionality related to this task includes HLA
object management tasks like registering and deleting
objects and ensuring state updates transmit to the correct
entity.  We used a pure virtual base class that all objects
inherent from to allow the HLAAdmin module to iterate its
list of simulation entities and update the objects based on an
identification number provided by the RTI.

Each module’s capability means nothing without a model
showing how Bamboo extends the executable in this
implementation.  Figure 4 illustrates the three execution
threads used in this implementation.  HLAAdmin module
created the symbols in bold outline when the module
loaded.  A1 is a callback attached to the main callback
handler created by the Bamboo core.  A1 ticks the RTI
providing CPU time to the RTI ambassador and the
Federate ambassador.  This callback drives the federate by
processing all updates and providing them to the correct
simulation entity.  A2 is a callback attached to the draw
callback handler of the Visual module.  This callback calls
the display function of all simulation objects using a call to
a pure virtual function defined in the base object all
simulation entities must implement.  Finally AK is the
callback representing all keyboard events that are processed
by the HLAAdmin module.

Figure 4:  Execution Callback Tree

The HLAAdmin module is only a manager that
administrates the federates participation in the simulation.
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The simulation entities are the players and make up
what the user interacts with during simulation
execution.

3.2  Simulation Entities

As the VE executes, if an entity is updated that is not
currently represented on the local machine, the RTI
initiates the discovery process.  The UserSuppliedTag,
a character string that is transmitted with each update
handle value pair, represents the module name.  If this
module is already loaded then another object from this
module is instantiated.  If the module does not exist,
then Bamboo loads it and instantiates an object that
represents the newly discovered entity.

Each simulation entity is a Bamboo module.  Each
module has two major components: the object’s
polygonal representation and its general behavior.
Therefore, when a module loads as a result of a remote
object update, the user collects all the controls of that
module.  Then Bamboo plugs the module into the
local event loop so local processing can compute entity
appearance and behavior.  Figure 4 shows the entity
module loaded and inserted in the executable with two
sets of callbacks.  B1 is the preapp callback that gives
the user the ability to control the object with keyboard
input.  BK is the callback for all the keyboard inputs
defined by the module.

Because this system passes behaviors along with
polygonal representation we reduce network traffic by
reducing the details of entity behavior that previous
systems transmitted via the network.  This occurs
because each entity computes its behavior locally not
from a remote location.  For instance, each entity
provides collision event behavior locally without the
need for multiple interactions transmitted across the
network.  Now the entity module notifies the federation
that a collision occurred not the detailed state changes
resulting from the collision.  Each entity computes
those state changes locally as a result of the interaction.  
The result is a series of simulation actors whose
behaviors and polygonal representations load
dynamically at runtime.  This allows simulation
managers to easily experiment with the content of the
environment by adding and subtracting functionality at
runtime.  The tendency is to think that this applies
only to the graphically represented entities but it could
mean that data loggers or analysis modules
dynamically load and unload to collect and analyze
simulation data.  Bamboo provides an unprecedented
method of adding functionality to an executing
networked virtual environment.

3.3  Graphics Rendering

Bamboo’s Visual module renders the graphical objects in
the scene.  The HLAAdmin module and the entity modules
update the object's position and orientation.  Each entity
module registers callbacks with the Visual module to ensure
accurate rendering of the simulation entity.  These callbacks
call the appropriate functions when the system needs to
render the graphical representation of each entity.  See Figure
4 for the callback tree representing this implementation.

4. Conclusions

The result of this work is a dynamically extensible
distributed virtual environment that ensures consistency
between distributed locations.  Each federate operating in the
simulation has an accurate representation of the environment
without explicit interaction of the user.  Users can add and
delete functionality on an individual or federation wide level
depending on the situation.

Bamboo is a highly extendible tool that finally allows
designers the flexibility to design networked virtual
environments without an overarching, monolithic structure
that is unchangeable after it is compiled.  Bamboo provides
the flexibility to design large scale distributed environments
in a modular fashion.  This gives the user the ability to
decide during simulation execution how to represent the
environment and its actors.
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http://www.stl.nps.navy.mil/~swliles
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